BEARING DEFENDER
Bearing Health Status in Seconds
ACOEM has 30+ years of experience in the predictive maintenance of rotating machinery. Leaders on the French market and with a worldwide presence in 65+ countries, our solutions are already widely used throughout various types of industries.

**ACOEM BEARING DEFENDER**  
**BEARING HEALTH STATUS IN SECONDS**

Easy to use and incredibly fast, a first level of bearing health assessment can be achieved by all levels of personnel. It such provides an easy leverage of improvement of your reliability program, especially when your reliability experts are fully focused on the most critical assets.

With its unique metrological performances, the Bearing Defender makes sure that your machine can keep spinning without risk.

A first level warning indicates automatically an abnormal behavior resulting from bearing defects, unbalance or misalignment, or other faults. Combining data from three directions, even faults occurring in a single axis can be detected with one measurement.

---

**EASY TO USE**

The Bearing Defender has been designed to put bearing health assessment at the grasp of every mechanics. By simple selection of the machine speed range, power range and type of mounting, the Bearing Defender tells the user if he most likely in presence of a bearing defect, unbalance or misalignment problem, or something else. Thanks to its visual icon based interfaces and color codes, any worldwide user can handle the Bearing Defender without prior training.

**RESULTS IN 10 SECONDS**

The Bearing Defender only takes 10s to capture, process and display the data resulting from the measurement in the three directions. A full vibration reading of the bearing is displayed in addition to the smart indicators:

- Vibration velocity with alarms according to the ISO 10816-3 standard
- Full range Acceleration
- Displacement
- Bearing Defect Factor™ value
- High Frequency acceleration value
BEARING DEFENDER
Bearing Health Status in Seconds

INNOVATIVE WIRELESS MEASUREMENT
• Patented Wireless vibration measurement (US 9,921,136)
• Good for bearing fault detection with up to 15kHz band-width at +/- 3dB
• Good for most industrial machine with +/-80g dynamics
• Allows for the wireless measurement of inaccessible machines (enclosed room, behind doors…)
• Rechargeable battery good for 8h of measurement activity

SMART 3D INDICATORS
Bearing Defender gives you Instant Health Status of your equipment on 3 Levels:

- Bearing Fault Detection
- Unbalance or Misalignment
- Defect to be Corrected
- Miscellaneous Defect to be Monitored

AUDIO LISTENING
• Live high resolution data streaming through Wi-Fi protocol
• Signal listening feature available e.g. while greasing your bearing.
• No specific hardware needed, any standard headset compatible with your mobile device on iOS or Android can be used

ZYXTRUM™ DISPLAY
In addition to the vibration reading and smart indicators, the ONEPROD ZYXtrum™ combines the vibration from three directions into a single FFT display. This display accentuates the fault frequencies that can be observed in the signals.
It can then be easy to confirm the presence of a bearing fault with the automatic positioning of frequency markers, but also ease the communication with your experts when they are required.

30+ YEARS OF EXPERIENCE BUILT-IN
Wireless and compatible with mobile devices, the Bearing Defender also embeds the powerful ACOEM Bearing Defect Factor™ algorithm. Developed in the 70’s on more than 2000 rolling elements, this technology has brought proven results for the monitoring of bearing faults on common machines in various types of industries worldwide.

YOUR MECHANICS 4.0
The Bearing Defender is compatible with smartphones and tablets on iOS or Android. Using a standard and user friendly display device, it is now possible to integrate vibration measurements in your maintenance 4.0 program and take the best out of your people in the field

WIRELESS TRIAXIAL MEASUREMENTS
Some of the most common faults of rotating machinery, like unbalance or structural resonance can occur in a single direction. To avoid to let a faulty machine unnoticed the Bearing Defender takes triaxial vibration readings in a single shot, not only to make the measurement process easier but also to keep your machine in good operating condition.
Thanks to its patented wireless measurements and metrological performances, the Bearing Defender makes sure that your machines can keep spinning without risk
ACOEM is a global player and leader of innovation in monitoring, maintenance and engineering. By helping industries worldwide to become perfectly measured and eliminating anything that might not be, we minimize unnecessary wear and production stoppages. This will ultimately make our customers more profitable and our environment more sustainable.

BEARING DEFENDER

MAIN SCREEN ERGONOMICS

- Sensor communication
- Take a picture of the machine
- ISO10816 of the machine
- Vibration readings
- Access to ZYXTRUM™
- New access to other features
- Record and Process smart indicators
- Sensor communication
- Sensor communication
- Sensor communication

WHAT’S INCLUDED

- Tri-axial wireless sensor
- 1 USB power supply module with international plugs and USB cable
- 1 High power bipolar magnet (suited for curved shafts) with orientation key for tri-axial positioning
- 1 Carry-on bag
- 1 Contact point to make single axis measurements on small surface
- 1 Printed safety instructions manual
- 1 Printed calibration certificate

ACOEM is a global player and leader of innovation in monitoring, maintenance and engineering. By helping industries worldwide to become perfectly measured and eliminating anything that might not be, we minimize unnecessary wear and production stoppages. This will ultimately make our customers more profitable and our environment more sustainable.
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